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Background: There are many health and economic disparities present in border regions of countries. Addressing those disparities in a collaborative manner in the border region is paramount. Leading such border collaborative organizations successfully requires a certain leadership approach.

Objective: This research sought to explore what cross border health collaborative leadership approaches were deemed important by current cross border leaders and actors performing cross border work in the US-Mexico and Ireland-Northern Ireland border regions.
Methods: A forty statement (8 categories), Likert type quantitative survey was developed with the goal of exploring the importance of leadership themes and or actions in developing and coordinating cross border health collaboratives. The cross border setting (n=159) included the border regions of the Republic of Ireland (IRE), Northern Ireland (NIRE), Mexico (MX) and the United States (U.S.). An exploratory factor analysis was utilized in this endeavor.

Results: Upon completion of the exploratory factor analysis the survey instrument was reduced to five categories and 20 statements. The five leadership themes/categories (with Cronbach Alpha measure) that were identified were Communicate to Engage the Collaborative (.77), Steer the Collaborative (.74), Understand the Members of the Collaborative (.69), Manage the Collaborative (.71) and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative .59). The respondents from both border regions agreed on important leadership approaches needed to lead and develop a border health collaborative.

Conclusions: An initial/preliminary 20 statement survey instrument was developed with adequate construct validity as well as internal reliability to assist in the exploration of what leadership approaches are important in developing cross border health collaboratives. The findings from this study align with recently published cross-border toolkits from Europe and the US-Mexico border region that describe the manner in which cross-border leaders and actors should proceed in developing and coordinating projects and cross-border collaboratives.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW

The border regions that are shared among countries are often areas of
disparity as it relates to their parent states. They can be economically weak,
have underdeveloped infrastructure, higher unemployment and health disparities
are ever present. There is a strong practice of addressing the health issues in
a border region in a collaborative manner and it is accepted that the leadership
needed to facilitate cross border collaborative groups and organizations is key to
the success of any impact effort. While there is a body of work that identifies
and describes effective collaborative leadership there are limited empirical stud-
ies that identifies and describe those leadership approaches specific for effective
cross border health work. This dissertation will explore the leadership
styles/themes deemed important to develop cross-border health collaborative or-
ganizations and relationships within the collaborative leadership context through
the following aims:

1. To develop an initial quantitative survey instrument designed to explore
what leadership approaches are deemed important by current cross bor-
der leaders and actors performing cross border work (Chapter 2);
2. To explore and identify the leadership approaches/themes deemed im-
portant in the United States-Mexico border region to develop cross-border
health collaborative organizations and relationships (Chapter 3); and
3. To explore and identify the leadership approaches/themes deemed im-
portant in the Norther Ireland-Republic of Ireland border region to develop
cross-border health collaborative organizations and relationships (Chapter 4).

**BACKGROUND & SIGNIFICANCE**

**Border Regions**

Although over recent years there has been increased trade and economic development between the U.S. and Mexico, working and living conditions for Mexicans in northern Border States have worsened over the years. Over 30% of the homes in northern Mexican border cities do not have water.\(^{15,16}\) In addition, U.S. counties in the border region are among the most impoverished in the country. Four of the seven poorest cities in the U.S. are on the Texas-Mexico border and five of the 14 poorest U.S. counties are in the Texas borderlands.\(^{17,18}\) The sub-optimal conditions of the border region contribute to serious health problems for their residents.\(^{15,17,19}\) These can include higher incidents of HIV, TB and other communicable diseases, higher rates of chronic disease as well as other public health threats that have no border.\(^{20-22}\) Additionally, in addressing the health needs in the border region, the high mobility and frequent border crossings of people living in the border region adds another challenging health management dimension.\(^{16,20}\)

Similar border conditions and issues are prevalent in the European Union (EU).\(^{23-25}\) The EU is made up of 28 Member States that covers 1,707,642 square miles, of that land mass, border areas constitute approximately 40%, which is home to approximately to one third of its 500 million citizens.\(^{26}\) Their border regions differ from one another in terms of population density, soci-
economic development as well as economic characteristics. Irrespective of these features, their border regions face similar challenges regarding health and wellbeing as their U.S.-Mexico counterpart’s.2, 4, 15, 23

On both continents there has been a history of approaching border issues in a collaborative manner and there are multiple collaborative organizations, working toward improving the lives and overall well-being of the inhabitants of their respective border regions.27-30 In the U.S – Mexico region, the United States – Mexico Border Health Commission plays a vital role in facilitating and supporting collaborative efforts in the border region and sponsors cross-border training for leaders from all types of organizations (government, NGO, academia…).31, 32 The same is true in the EU. The EU for the past 20 years has been facilitating and funding efforts through grants for local, federal and regional cross border efforts to include training. Through ERUGIO and INTERREG hundreds of millions of Euros have been spent in this effort.26 The Centre for Cross Border Studies (CCBS) is a major “Think Tank” in Europe whose main goal is to enhance and further develop cross border networks, relationships and collaboration with key partners at local, regional, national, EU and international levels. CCBS has successfully developed tools and training regarding cross border leadership, project evaluation, border impact assessments as well as budget evaluation.33-35

Collaboration and Leadership

The best approach to impact health disparities and address the complex needs of a border region is for the countries that share the border to work together collaboratively.31, 7-9 Developing effective collaboration among border
partners in order to impact the health of the border region can be achieved by forming a collaborative that seeks to harness the expertise of various levels of government, academia, and NGOs in local border regions. In order to be successful, transparency, trust and collaborative leadership are essential.\textsuperscript{1, 14, 19, 20}

While there is not an abundance of literature that addresses cross border health collaboration and leadership in this context, Catalina Denman’s “Working beyond Borders: A handbook for transborder projects in health” describes successful process ingredients for border health collaboration.\textsuperscript{36} Denman applied and adapted Arthur Himmelman’s stages of collaboration (\textit{networking, cooperating, coordination and collaboration}) to cross border health collaboration, not as sequential stages but in terms of “degrees”.\textsuperscript{36, 37} So, depending on the cross border issue, project or goal being addressed by the cross border coalition/collaboration, the group members should be using the appropriate corresponding degree of \textit{networking, cooperating, coordination or collaboration}. As an example, in order for two countries to successfully address an infectious disease that knows no border, a cross border collaborative group would be \textit{coordinating} and \textit{collaborating} to make a real impact. If there was no acute infectious disease issue to be addressed, the cross border group may be in a \textit{networking or cooperating} state. Denman also found and described that successful cross border health collaborative organizations include trust building, commitment, shared understanding, and face to face dialogue.

For additional background to support exploration of cross border health leadership and collaboration we also looked at leadership in cross-sector and in-
tra-sector collaboration settings. We define cross-sector collaboration as the linking or sharing of information, resources, activities, and capabilities by organizations in two or more sectors to achieve jointly an outcome that could not be achieved by organizations in one sector separately. An example of a cross-sector collaborative would be an AIDS treatment collaborative that may include medical, government, community, academic, advocacy and other organizations brought together to address goals related to treatment and quality of life of persons with AIDS.

The type of leadership in these contexts crosses many boundaries and is fundamentally different from position-based leadership authority or tactical-level leadership exercised within organizations. Research by Chrislip & Larson on collaborative leadership had found that collaborative leadership is unique in that leaders of such collaboratives usually have no formal power or authority and tend to exercise leadership in what may be the one of the most difficult context, when all parties involved are peers.

Collaborative leaders have a different focus [from other kinds of leadership] – promoting and safeguarding the collaborative process. Collaborative process leadership activities include “keeping stakeholders at the table through periods of frustration and skepticism, acknowledging small successes along the way, helping stakeholders negotiate difficult points, and enforcing group norms and ground rules.”

Additionally, Mattessich and Monsey had completed an exhaustive literature review regarding the factors that were found to influence successful collaboration. They found that the most important characteristics or approaches that
leaders of cross-sector collaboratives should strive for within the collaborative context are **understanding and trust, mutual respect, having an appropriate cross-section of members** and **open and frequent communication**. 

Finally, according to W. Roger Miller and Jeffrey P. Miller many cross sector collaborations are created in partnership with a diverse groups of players including government agencies, academia, non-profit and for profit entities. Sometimes collaborations with this cross section of partners is often difficult to build and in order to develop these cross-sector and cross border collaborations there must be a set of leadership styles or approaches that promote success in collaborations. Leadership plays a key role in the development of collaborative partnerships and their inception. Miller & Miller sought to answer the question, if leaders can utilize specific leadership styles to advance their organizations’ missions through collaboration, which styles and leadership actions are the most important? Their study asked leaders of successful collaborative organizations which of the leadership styles were most important and worked best. To do this, they developed a qualitative study and performed key informant interviews with executive level leaders who developed and coordinated cross sector collaborative organizations.

**Study Setting**

The dissertation research was conducted in the border region of United States and Mexico as well as the border region of Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Cross border collaborative leaders and actors working as part of a binational cross border collaborative groups in these regions were engaged.
According to the La Paz agreement, the United States-México border region is defined as the area of land being 100 kilometers (62.5 miles) north and south of the international boundary. The border is approximately 2000 miles from the southern tip of Texas to California. The border region population is estimated to be approximately 12 million. The border population is expected to double by the year 2025. There are hundreds of cross border actors and leaders developing and performing cross border work in this region.44

The Northern Ireland (United Kingdom) and Republic of Ireland border is referred to as the Irish border or, on either side of it, simply as the border. The border runs for a total of 310 mi (499 km) from Lough Foyle in the north of Ireland to Carlingford Lough in the northeast (on the Irish Sea), separating the Republic from Northern Ireland. 45 There is a long history of border collaboration in this region that overcomes differences in currency (British Pound and the Euro), health care systems as well as religious differences (Catholic and Protestant) to name a few. Both countries speak English but the Gaelic language is on the rise in the Republic of Ireland with 35% of the population now speaking their first official language.46

**Conceptual Framework**

The research reported in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 was conceptualized from the work developed by Denman et al., Miller & Miller and CCBS.36, 43, 35

The Denman et al.36 model reflects that the collaborative characteristics of trust & respect, motivation and cultural issues have an effect on the development of cross border health collaboration. Their findings indicate that a focus that in-
cludes these themes when working with border actors and leaders trying to engage in cross border health collaboration is the best course. In their handbook, they have developed 29 open ended questions that sought to explore border actor’s beliefs and expectations related to these themes and recommend border leaders and actors use these questions for discussion when seeking to form cross border health collaborative partnerships and organizations.

In the research and model developed by Miller & Miller⁴³ in the context of cross sector collaboration, they sought to answer the question, if leaders can utilize specific leadership styles to advance their organizations’ missions through collaboration, which styles and leadership actions are the most important? Their study asked leaders of successful collaborative organizations which of the leadership styles were most important and worked best. From their qualitative work, they were able to identify eight leadership styles that were found to be key to leading and developing collaboratives: authentic self-awareness, passion/personal vision, communication for understanding, facilitator, relationship building, consultative decision-making, forging group vision and managing for action. While this research is not a how-to manual, it does identify leadership styles and provides some key ideas on how to lead collaborations in a cross sector context. This research model provided leadership context into the nature and development of cross sector collaborative relationships that informed the survey development described in chapter 2. The themes of this study of trust, motivation for involvement, transparent communication, and relationship building were found to be key in informing our research.
Lastly, we drew on the cross border work of CCBS, in the form of their many cross border toolkits to include the PAT-TIEN Toolkit for Inter-Cultural/Cross-Border Project Management. The authors not only discuss approaches for leading collaborative work, but become efficiently prescriptive in module 6 of their toolkit and layed out the key competencies of leading cross border collaboratives. The approaches and goals identified that informed our research included leadership that fostered trust building, transparent and open communication, fostering respect, cultural understanding, as well as other specific interventions such as face to face communication and holding binational meetings in neutral locations.
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CHAPTER 2: CROSS BORDER HEALTH COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP: DEVELOPING A LEADERSHIP SURVEY INSTRUMENT

ABSTRACT

This article describes the development of a quantitative survey instrument designed to explore what leadership approaches were deemed important by current cross border leaders and actors performing cross border work.

A forty statement (8 categories), Likert type quantitative survey was developed with the goal of exploring the importance of leadership themes and or actions in developing and coordinating cross border health collaboratives. The cross border setting (n=159) included the border regions of the Republic of Ireland (IRE), Northern Ireland (NIRE), Mexico (MX) and the United States (U.S.). An exploratory factor analysis was utilized. Upon completion of the exploratory factor analysis the survey instrument was reduced to five categories and 20 statements. The five factor leadership themes/categories (with Cronbach Alpha measure) that were identified were Communicate to Engage the Collaborative (.77), Steer the Collaborative (.74), Understand the Members of the Collaborative (.69), Manage the Collaborative (.71) and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative (.59). The respondents from both border regions agreed on important leadership approaches needed to lead and develop a border health collaborative. An initial/preliminary 20 statement survey instrument was developed with adequate construct validity as well as internal reliability to assist in the exploration of what leadership approaches are important in developing cross border health collaboratives. The findings from this study align with recently published cross-border
toolkits from Europe and the US-Mexico border region that describe the manner in which cross-border leaders and actors should proceed in developing and coordinating projects and collaboratives. Lastly, this study represents the first step in solidifying a good survey instrument. Further develop of this survey instrument is needed to enhance construct and internal reliability.

**INTRODUCTION**

In both the U.S./Mexico and European Union (EU) border regions there has been a history of approaching border issues in a collaborative manner and there are multiple collaborative organizations, working toward improving the lives and overall well-being of the inhabitants of their respective border regions 1-4. In the U.S./Mexico border region, the United States – Mexico Border Health Commission plays a vital role in facilitating and supporting collaborative efforts in the border region with State and Local border leaders who in turn sponsors cross-border training for leaders from all types of organizations (government, NGO, academia…) 5, 6. The same is true in the EU. The EU for the past 20 years has been facilitating and funding efforts through grants for local, federal and regional cross border efforts called ERUGIO and INTERREG. Hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent in this effort 7. The Centre for Cross Border Studies (CCBS) is a major “Think Tank” in Europe whose main goal is to enhance and further develop of cross border networks, relationships and collaboration with key partners at local, regional, national, EU and international levels. Successful tools and training have been developed regarding cross border project evaluation, border impact assessments as well as budget evaluation 8-10.
In both continents there is an understanding that in order to address the complex needs of the border region, the countries that share that border need to work together to make a difference \textsuperscript{5,11-13}. More specifically, leadership of those cross border collaborative endeavors is key to the success of any impact effort \textsuperscript{14-17}.

While the above body of work identifies and describes aspects of effective cross border collaborative leadership there are limited empirical studies that identifies and describe those approaches. This study seeks to add to the limited empirical cache by developing a quantitative survey instrument that would explore what leadership approaches were deemed important by current cross border leaders and actors performing cross border work.

\textbf{METHODS}

The unit of analysis for this study was the cross-border region between two or more countries. Interest was on current cross-border leaders as well as actor's opinions on what leadership approaches were needed to develop cross border health collaboratives and relationships within the collaborative leadership context.

The development of the survey instrument went through five phases: (1) formative research in the Ireland/Northern Ireland border region, (2) initially survey development adapted from W. Roger Miller and Jeffery P. Miller (2006)\textsuperscript{18} eight leadership themes for collaborative leadership, (3) a panel of border health collaborative professionals reacted to the survey items, (4) a preliminary version of the survey was field tested with cross border actors, (5) a large scale study
was conducted in which the psychometric properties of the instrument was assessed.

**Formative Research**

Ten key informant interviews were conducted with leaders of two successful cross border health organizations in the border region of the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland (five from each organization). The Centre for Cross-Border Studies (CCBS) is a “Think Tank” organization located in Armagh, Northern Ireland whose main goal is to enhance and further develop cross border networks, relationships and collaboration with key partners at local, regional, national, EU and international levels. The other organization was Cooperating and Working Together (CAWT), a cross border health and social care partnership whose mission is to seek to add value to health and social care activity in the border region.

Key informants were identified by the executives of CCBS and CAWT for interview. Interviews were conducted in person and via telephone. A fifteen question interview document was used to elicit opinions about cross border leadership approaches, collaborative governance and general border health collaborative development approaches that were deemed important and or successful.

Upon review of key informant answers, trust building, relationship building, face to face communication, knowledge of political and cultural differences were themes that were identified. The information alone from these interviews was not adequate to develop a large number of survey questions for this instrument.
Adapted Survey Instrument

There are limited empirical quantitative studies that identifies and or describe the leadership approaches needed for effective cross border health collaborative development. In contrast there is a qualitative body of work that identifies and describes effective collaborative leadership in domestic community settings and some in cross border settings.

In addition to the formative researched discussed above, survey statements for this instrument was developed based upon the qualitative research of W. Roger Miller and Jeffery P. Miller. In their research, they had performed key informant interviews with executive level leaders who develop and coordinate cross-sector collaborative organizations. Through their findings they identified eight leadership styles/themes needed for leading multi-sector collaboratives: authentic self-awareness, passion/personal vision, communication for understanding, facilitator, relationship building, consultative decision-making, forging group vision and managing for action.

Based on the formative research information and through reviewing all the characteristics that make up Miller’s eight leadership themes, a fifty six statement, Likert type scale was developed (seven statements per theme). The 5 point Likert scale rated importance of the fifty six statements as follows; 5: Very Important, 4: Important, 3: Moderately Important, 2: Of little Importance, 1: Unimportant.
Panel of Border Health Experts

To check the content validity of the statements, the survey instrument was submitted to a panel of US/MX border health collaborative professionals and advisory board members who reviewed the statements in the survey instrument. The advisory board members were from UCSD, SDSU and local California/Baja California border health collaborative professionals that were part of local and state governments as well as an NGO. The panel was asked to review the statements that made up the survey instrument for relevance to leadership in border health collaborative work and this resulted in reducing the survey from fifty six statements to forty.

Field Test

A field test was conducted to test the clarity of the instructions, length of the instrument and face validity of the statements. Five experienced cross border leaders and or actors were asked to take the survey and respond to the instrument. They were to share their feedback and perceptions of the survey overall and any specific items regarding statements. In general, all agreed that the instrument had face validity, was clear and concise. There were a few recommendations for rewording statements or instructions. For example, the initial survey instructions had at the top of each page of the survey the same instructional statement;

While considering the leadership of a cross border collaborative organization and the relationships needed to be successful: How important are the following?
A field test participant asked about adding an example type instructional statement, so, please participate in this survey as if you have the chance to give advice to someone who will be starting/leading a cross border collaborative organization or initiative was added to the instructions. This helped to clarify the intent and frame the context of the information we were seeking.

Larger Scale Study

After the panel review and the field test, 40 statements remained as part of the survey instrument that would be used in the larger scale study (LSS). In addition to the opinion/perception data that was gathered in the LSS, we wanted to explore the factor/category structure, validity and reliability of the statements.

Measures & Study Population

People who worked as part of a binational cross border collaborative group were invited to participate in the survey. Executives at cross border health collaboratives CAWT and CCBS working in the IRE/NIRE border regions as well as the US-MX Border Health Commission were contacted in order to email the survey link to respondent candidates utilizing their organizations email listservs. Face to face, phone and email communication took place between the PI and these executives over a previous two year period exploring these research concepts in general and they agreed to send the survey to their members. The survey link was emailed to the 710 members of the CAWT/CCBS/UMBHC listservs beginning on March 1, 2016 and the survey was closed on April 8, 2016 with 159 people responding (22% response rate). In between the beginning and closing period of the survey, two reminder to participate emails had been sent to the
listservs. The survey was anonymous, the respondents email address and IP address was not gathered during the survey collection process.

The survey was administered via Survey Monkey Inc. Survey Monkey is an online survey development cloud-based software system that serves as a tool to develop surveys as well as providing basic data analysis in a multitude of languages. An Introductory invitation precluded the survey link in an email sent out to potential survey respondents by CAWT, CCBS and UMBHC. The URL link of the survey was sent over a secure, SSL encrypted connection. Once all the survey responses had been collected in Survey Monkey they were downloaded into an Excel spreadsheet. Each set of answers from each respondent was given an ordinal number identifier (respondent 1, respondent 2..., 3...).

The study protocol was reviewed and approved as Exempt from IRB by the University of California San Diego Human Research Protection Program. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

**Survey Data and Quantitative Analyses**

All quantitative analyses were completed in SAS Studio 3.4 Enterprise Edition (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Descriptive statistics of survey respondents' characteristics were calculated.

As this was a newly developed survey instrument, preliminary statistical analyses focused on determining the construct validity and internal reliability of the survey themes. Construct validity was tested using an exploratory factor analysis (EFA). Factors were rotated using varimax methods to preserve orthogonality. Factor loadings were investigated and a cross-loading threshold of 0.4
was set; this ensured that statements which correlated strongly with only a single factor were retained. Statements which cross-loaded at 0.4 or above were dropped and the EFA repeated until all remaining statements loaded cleanly (>0.4). Internal reliability analyses of the final factors were conducted using the Cronbach Coefficient Alpha statistic. To retain the maximum number of themes for further analysis in this pilot study, a raw Cronbach Alpha of 0.6 or above per factor was considered satisfactory.

Factor scores were calculated for each survey respondent by taking the mean of all statements contained within each factor. Factor score distributions were examined and determined to be non-normal; the median and range of scores are reported for final factors and stratified by country. Overall differences in median factor scores between countries were analyzed using the Kruskal-Wallis omnibus test with a significance level of 0.05. Multiple comparison post hoc tests, using methodology described by Elliott and Hynan (2011)\textsuperscript{19}, were completed to ascertain where significant group differences were found.

**RESULTS**

One hundred and fifty-nine individuals that work as part of a binational cross border collaborative group participated in the survey resulting in a response rate of 22%. Thirty-six respondents were from Northern Ireland, twenty-three were from the Republic of Ireland, sixty seven were from the United States and thirty three were from Mexico. Most respondents worked in the government sector (64%) and were female (65%). While 30% of the respondents had sixteen years of leadership experience and 69% had more than six years of experience
in a leadership role, the remaining respondents were more closely distributed in regards to number of years in a leadership role, 1-5 years 24%, 6-10 years 23% and 11-15 years 16%. (Table 2.1)

During the exploratory factor analysis process, Factors 5, 7 and 8 were dropped from further analysis as each had fewer than three statements load in above 0.4. Factors 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 were retained. Results indicate that five themes/categories and twenty survey statements had construct validity and were internally consistent. The five leadership themes/categories were identified as *Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative*. The corresponding overall Cronbach alpha values for the five categories were .77, .74, .69, .71, and .59 respectively. The five categories, twenty statements and Cronbach Alpha values can be seen in Table 2.2

Upon completion of the exploratory factor analysis the survey instrument was reduced to five categories and 20 statements. Median factor scores for each country and each category can be seen in table 2.3. Utilizing the Kruskal-Wallis omnibus test and comparison post hoc tests as indicated, no significant group (country) differences were found.¹⁹

**DISCUSSION**

We reached our goal of this exploratory study. We were able to develop an initial survey instrument that was able to identify what a sample of experienced current border leaders and actors identified as important leadership ap-
approaches in developing and leading cross border health collaboratives. This study represents an important first step in empirically identifying those unique leadership approaches. We started with key informant interviews of executive cross border leaders and past qualitative work that looked at cross sector collaboration that informed our survey instrument development. We initially developed a 56 item survey that through a panel of cross border health experts and field testing was reduced to a 40 statement instrument. Lastly, through EFA we were able to reduce the instrument to a “first step” reliable survey of 20 statements representing 5 leadership themes/categories. The survey response data revealed that there was significant agreement in the border regions of Ireland/Northern Ireland and United States/Mexico that the 5 leadership themes/categories (Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative (table 2.) are important to building a cross border health collaborative.

**Survey Response Data**

With nearly one third of leaders surveyed (n=159, 30%) having over 16 years in a leadership role and 69% with over 6 years similar experience, there is consistency in the results among more experienced leaders as well as newer leaders. While this survey produced no apparent differences between countries which is outright significant, all respondents from both countries (n=159) rated the content in the theme “Communicate to Engage” the most important in the survey (median scores between 1-5, N. Ireland 4.8 & Ireland 4.4, US 4.6 & MX
These findings reflect that cross border leaders shared that being; direct, open and honest in all communication, showing appreciation, connecting people and organizations with resources, being inclusive and setting specific goals and objectives are key to successful border health collaborative leadership. In addition, within the theme “Manage the Collaborative” (median scores between 1-5, N. Ireland 4.3 & Ireland 4.3, US 4.3 & MX 4.0) leaders expressed that a governance structure developed through consensus in an atmosphere that fosters inventive solutions to problems are needed. Also, it was deemed important that the members of a border health collaborative need to feel they have a voice in the collaborative in addition to the leadership. The remaining three leadership themes, “Steer the Collaborative,” “Understand the Members,” and “Strategic Relationship Building” were also deemed as key leadership approaches in the border collaborative setting (all median scores > 4.0). The approaches deemed important by the respondents included utilizing a diverse, steering type committee in an open way; understanding motivations of members and their organizations involvement, to include political and cultural differences; and building relationships with people “ready” to work together, as well as by meeting on neutral territory and or equally on both sides of the border.

Our findings align with and support significant reports and or operational toolkits produced in Europe and in the U.S.-MX border region that assist cross-border leaders and actors in developing and performing border collaborative work. This can be seen in several shared approaches: communication is expected to be open, transparent and face to face dialog is highly valued under-
standing cultural and political differences is foundational; a collaborative structure built upon a shared vision, consensus and *the right people and right structure* to include holding binational meetings in a neutral location or equally on each side of the border.\(^\text{20}\) Additionally, in the PAT-TIEN Toolkit for Inter-Cultural/Cross-Border Project Management the authors not only discuss similar approaches for leading collaborative work, but become efficiently prescriptive in module 6 of their toolkit and lay out the key competencies of a cross-border project manager. This includes competency classifications, such as *Knowledge based competencies, Methodological competencies, Personal and Social skills, and Communication skills*.\(^\text{10}\) All of the survey statements in our current study can be found within and in support of the *Personal/Social* and *Communication skills* sections of this comprehensive toolkit.

Past qualitative work as well as our findings suggest that *trust* is perceived as key to success amongst the border collaborative’s members and that a collaborative process and structure is needed to address any number of shared cross-sector issues.\(^\text{2, 10}\) Extant literature reports that the process variables of trust building, commitment, shared understanding, and face-to-face dialogue are at the core of collaborative leadership.\(^\text{10, 18}\)

**Survey Development and Analysis Considerations**

As this was a newly developed survey instrument utilized to begin the exploration and development of knowledge related to cross-border health collaborative leadership, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was indicated.\(^\text{22-24}\)
Sample size

While the sample size for this study (N=159) is adequate for this initial survey development, in order to further develop the survey a larger sample size would be recommended. There are many opinions about how large a sample size should be using EFA. Gorsuch (1983) believed that the sample size for an EFA should be at least 100. Others suggest that an N of 200 is “fair,” 300 is “good,” 500 is “very good,” and 1,000 or more is “excellent.” Even further, some argued that the ratio of the sample size to the number of items (p) should be at least 10. While there is no absolute rule and this is open to interpretation, most agree that for EFA, sample size is actually a function of several aspects of the data, including how closely items are related to the target construct. According to MacCullam et al., if the items/statements relate well to the construct, the required sample size would be small. If there are a good number of items per factor (i.e., preferably five or more items tapping the same factor) and each of those items are closely related to the factor in question, a sample size of 100-200 may be sufficient. The results for this EFA have four of the five factors with either 4 or 5 items in in each indicating for this stage of survey development the sample size was adequate.

Factor Loading

In EFA, how large an item’s factor loading should be in order to be retained is also debated heavily. As with sample size, there is no one agreed upon set answer reflected in the literature. According to Matsunaga:
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Ideally, researchers should retain items that load clearly and strongly onto one component/factor while showing small to nil loadings onto other components/factor but usually, researchers are in a situation to make some delicate, and in part subjective, decision. For example, an item may cross-load (i.e., having large factor loadings onto multiple components/factors), or its primary loading is not as large to call it “clearly loaded”; thus, there is a certain degree of judgment-call involved in this procedure.

On a liberal to conservative measuring stick, setting the cutoff at .40 (i.e., items with a factor loading of .40 or greater is retained) is a minimum acceptable threshold, and .60/.70 would be the limit of the conservative end. For this EFA .40 was used and all 20 statements/items loaded clearly into single factors and were not cross loading into other factors. It should be noted that 14/20 items loaded >.60.

**Internal Reliability/Cronbach Alpha**

It is widely accepted that coefficient alpha has effectively become the measure of choice for estimating the reliability of a multi-item scale and is one of the foundations of measurement theory. At one point back in 1994, Cronbach’s 1951 article had been referenced in more than 2,200 articles in the previous 20 years.

What the standard threshold measure of reliability is has historically had a significant range (from .5 to .95) depending on what the scale or instrument was attempting to measure. Literature and opinion reflect that the recommendation of Nunnally is the most widely referenced, either in support or criticism of an obtained reliability coefficient. Additionally, there is a belief that for a survey instrument in the preliminary stages of development it is generally thought to re-
quire a reliability score in the lower range described above especially when the instrument is not used to discriminate between groups or make decisions about individuals (Peterson…). In 1967, Nunnally\textsuperscript{36} recommended that the minimally acceptable reliability for preliminary research should be in the range of .5 to .6, whereas in 1978 he increased the recommended level to .7. For our study we were attempting to make allowances in the preliminary analysis to retain a broad number of survey themes & statements and thus set a threshold for reliability to .6. Of the five retained factors (Table 2.) the reliability measure for three factors were >.7, one was at .69 and the final factor (Strategic Relationship Building…) was .59. Please note that we understand that further study is needed to shore up this survey instrument to justify continued inclusion of the full host of themes and statements. Citing the example above, the Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative theme is just near the .6 threshold (.59), and we would look to explore alternative statements and or rewording of current statements to capture the same theme / ideas more reliably.

**LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH**

Limitations exist with this study, and future work should focus on addressing these limitations. One of the concerns is that 2 of 5 factors (factors 3 and 5) have a reliability coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) scores <.70 (.69 and .59 respectively). As this is a first step in honing this survey, future instrument development should focus on rewording statements and or developing alternative statements getting at the same theme. Additionally, interpretation of factors defined by only 3 items is sufficient for this survey presently (with a reliability coefficient >.7)\textsuperscript{19};
but going forward we would look to add to the number of items in factor 4 (Table 2). Finally, for the next iteration of this survey instrument we want to increase the sample size of the respondents to approximately 300 to 500 as this would satisfy literature mentioned above.

**CONCLUSION**

An initial/preliminary 20 statement survey instrument was developed with adequate construct validity as well as internal reliability to assist in the exploration of what leadership approaches are important in developing cross border health collaboratives. The findings from this study align with recently published cross-border toolkits from Europe and the US-Mexico border region that describe the manner in which cross-border leaders and actors should proceed in managing and developing projects and collaboratives. Lastly, this study represents the first step in identifying those leadership approaches and further development of this survey instrument is needed which will enhance construct and internal reliability.
Table 2.1 Characteristics of border collaboration survey respondents, by country (n= 159) 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>United States (n = 67)</th>
<th>Mexico (n = 33)</th>
<th>Republic of Ireland (n = 23)</th>
<th>Northern Ireland (n = 36)</th>
<th>Total Sample (n = 159)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>64 (50.8%)</td>
<td>3 (2.4%)</td>
<td>23 (18.3%)</td>
<td>36 (28.6%)</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>3 (9.1%)</td>
<td>30 (90.9%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>35 (34.3%)</td>
<td>16 (48.5%)</td>
<td>19 (82.6%)</td>
<td>32 (32.3%)</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>13 (54.2%)</td>
<td>9 (37.5%)</td>
<td>1 (4.2%)</td>
<td>1 (4.2%)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
<td>13 (56.5%)</td>
<td>6 (26.1%)</td>
<td>2 (8.7%)</td>
<td>2 (8.7%)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Organization</td>
<td>5 (62.5%)</td>
<td>2 (25.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>1 (12.5%)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Citizen</td>
<td>1 (50.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>1 (50.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in leadership position/role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 (58.3%)</td>
<td>1 (8.3%)</td>
<td>2 (16.7%)</td>
<td>2 (16.7%)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>17 (44.7%)</td>
<td>11 (28.9%)</td>
<td>5 (13.2%)</td>
<td>5 (13.2%)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>13 (36.1%)</td>
<td>10 (27.8%)</td>
<td>6 (16.7%)</td>
<td>7 (19.4%)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>11 (42.3%)</td>
<td>6 (23.1%)</td>
<td>5 (19.2%)</td>
<td>4 (15.4%)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16+</td>
<td>19 (40.4%)</td>
<td>5 (10.6%)</td>
<td>5 (10.6%)</td>
<td>18 (38.3%)</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25 (45.5%)</td>
<td>14 (25.5%)</td>
<td>7 (12.7%)</td>
<td>9 (16.4%)</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>42 (40.4%)</td>
<td>19 (18.3%)</td>
<td>16 (15.4%)</td>
<td>27 (26.0%)</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2 Internal Consistency of Border Collaboration Survey Categories (Raw Cronbach alpha)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overall Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicate to Engage the Collaborative</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Be direct, open and honest in all communication within the group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Show genuine appreciation for the work of others in the group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Connect people and organizations with the resources they may need to be successful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure that members of the group that may be negatively affected by a decision are engaged in the decision making process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Set specific goals, objectives and create targeted outcomes related to the vision of the cross border collaborative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steer the Collaborative</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Utilize a steering committee or some other small group to set the agenda prior to cross border collaborative meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The process for joining and participating in the steering committee should be open and transparent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work to diversify the leadership of the steering committee and the cross border collaborative as a whole (government, academia, non-profits…)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Value the dissenting voice in a consensus decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the members of the collaborative</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understand the motives of cross border collaboration members for being involved in the group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Have a good understanding of the politics of any issue being considered by the group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify and discuss cultural and political differences with the group membership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The process of group visioning should address the concerns of the organizations involved in the cross border collaborative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage the collaborative</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2 Internal Consistency of Border Collaboration Survey Categories (Raw Cronbach alpha) - continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overall Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Create a governance structure through consensus</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenge assumptions of how things have been done in the past and what new inventive solutions can be created</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ensure the cross border collaborative membership knows that the collaborative belongs to them and not just the leadership</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic relationship building for the collaborative</strong></td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Be modest and share work credit with others in the cross border collaborative group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seek out those people that who are easy to work with and willing to partner as opposed to people that are “non-collaborators”</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Think creatively about who and how to engage individuals and organizations that do not typically work together</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ensure that cross border collaboration meetings are held in a neutral location and or equally held on each side of the border</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.3 Median Factor Score by Country, Border Collaboration Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>United States Median (Range)</th>
<th>Mexico Median (Range)</th>
<th>Republic of Ireland Median (Range)</th>
<th>Northern Ireland Median (Range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicate to Engage the Collaborative</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.60 (3.40 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.60 (3.80 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.40 (3.80 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.80 (3.40 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steer the Collaborative</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.25 (3.25 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.50 (3.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the members of the collaborative</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.50 (2.67 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.50 (3.25 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.25 (3.25 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.25 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage the collaborative</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.33 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.67 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.33 (2.67 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.33 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic relationship building for the collabo-</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rative</td>
<td>4.25 (3.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.25 (3.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER 3: LEADING CROSS-BORDER COLLABORATION ON THE FRONTLINES IN THE US-MEXICO BORDER REGION: WHAT IS IMPORTANT?

ABSTRACT

The United States-Mexico border region exhibits substantial health and economic disparities. In response, there are hundreds of people and organizations working to protect and improve the health of the region. Cross-border collaborations may reduce health disparities in border regions, with leadership being a key to the success of any cross-border collaborative effort. This article describes a quantitative study utilizing a survey instrument developed to explore the leadership approaches/themes deemed important to develop cross-border health collaborative organizations and relationships within the US-Mexico collaborative leadership context. In March, 2016 100 cross-border leaders and actors (33: MX & 67:U.S.) participated in a 40 statement, anonymous, Likert type quantitative survey via Survey Monkey. Participants were instructed to respond as if they were giving “advice” to someone on how important certain leadership approaches or actions are in leading and developing cross-border health collaborative groups or organizations.

As a result of the analysis of the survey responses from both U.S and Mexico (MX), five categorical leadership approaches/themes (Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative) made up of 20 remaining statements were deemed key in leading a border health collaborative. The findings from this study align with re-
ently published cross-border toolkits from Europe and the US-Mexico border region that describe the manner in which cross-border leaders and actors should proceed in managing and developing projects and collaboratives. Lastly, findings in this study can be used to enhance cross-border leadership training activities.

INTRODUCTION

A limited body of work identifies and describes effective collaborative leadership in cross-border health settings. However, to our knowledge, a tool to assess leadership attitudes and beliefs among those working in cross-border public health settings is currently unavailable. Thus, based on the existing literature, we created a survey and fielded it with a sample of cross-border leaders in the U.S. and Mexico. This article explores participants’ beliefs regarding approaches that are conducive to leading and developing cross-border health collaboratives.

The United States - Mexico (U.S.-MX) border is approximately 3,141 km in length, spanning four U.S. states (48 U.S. counties) and six states (94 Mexican municipalities) in Mexico. This includes 15 pairs of sister cities. As stated in the 1983 La Paz agreement, signed by the U.S. and Mexico Federal governments, the border region is considered 60 miles north and south of the physical border. The border region population is approximately 14.94 million people, with about 7.44 million in the U.S. and 7.50 million in Mexico. The population is expected to increase to about 20 million by 2020.

About 84% of the U.S.–MX border population is urban. Mexico’s three largest urban municipalities-Ciudad Juárez in Chihuahua, and Tijuana and Mexi-
ocal in Baja California-account for almost half of the total Mexican border population. Over 80% of the U.S. border population is concentrated in six counties: San Diego in California; Pima in Arizona; and Cameron, El Paso, Hidalgo, and Webb in Texas. San Diego alone, represents about 40% of the U.S. border population.¹

The border regions that are shared among countries are often areas of disparity as it relates to their parent states ³⁻⁵. They can be economically weak, have underdeveloped infrastructure and higher unemployment is often present.⁶⁻⁸ Although over recent years there has been increased trade and economic development between the U.S. and Mexico, working and living conditions for Mexicans in northern Border States have worsened over the years.⁹,¹⁰ In addition, U.S. counties in the border region are among the most impoverished in the country. Four of the seven poorest cities in the U.S. are on the Texas-Mexico border and five of the 14 poorest U.S. counties are in the Texas borderlands.¹¹,¹² The suboptimal conditions of the border region can contribute to serious health problems for their residents ⁹,¹¹,¹³: including a higher prevalence of HIV, Tuberculosis and other communicable diseases, higher rates of chronic disease as well as other public health threats that have no border (water and airborne environmental issues).¹⁴ Additionally, the high mobility and frequent border crossings of people living in the border region adds another challenging health management dimension.¹⁰,¹⁴ For example, the San Diego and Tijuana border region is home to the busiest land border crossing in the world, the San Ysidro border crossing. There are six ports of entry on the California–Baja California border with 48.4 million individual northbound border crossings in 2015, with San Ysidro having 32.7 mil-
lion (68%) of these total northbound crossings in 2015.15 This border region is a fluid, every changing environment.

In order to address the complex needs of the border region, the countries that share a given border must work together to make a difference.16-18 A major component of any collaboration is the leadership that facilitates, guides and builds an impact effort.19-21 Leadership in cross-sector and intra-sector collaborations which include border health collaboration, traverse many boundaries and is fundamentally different from position-based leadership authority within organizations.22-24 Leaders in a cross-border health collaborative may lack formal power or authority and may need to exercise leadership in what is, perhaps, a most difficult context where many parties involved in the collaborative are peers and may not be required (e.g., politically, operationally) to participate. In addition, it has been found that leaders of a collaborative effort may need to focus on promoting and safeguarding the collaborative process, keeping stakeholders at the table through periods of frustration and skepticism, acknowledging small successes along the way, helping stakeholders negotiate difficult points, and enforcing group norms and ground rules.24

**Existing Cross-Border Leadership Expertise**

In order to explore those leadership themes/approaches needed to develop cross-border health collaboratives we enlisted the help and expertise of key cross-border health organizations in the U.S-MX border region, the United States/Mexico Border Health Commission (USMBHC), as well as local and state cross-border health departments. The USMBHC was created as a binational
health commission in July 2000 with the signing of an agreement by the Secretary of Health and Human Services of the United States and the Secretary of Health of Mexico.\textsuperscript{1} The USBHC is composed of the federal secretaries of health, the chief health officers of the ten (four U.S. & six MX) binational Border States, and prominent community health professionals from both nations. On the U.S. side of the border, much of the front line collaborative border work is performed by local (County) and state jurisdictions as they facilitate and coordinate relationships, communications, and protocols regarding health issues in their respective border regions. In contrast, on the Mexican side of the border the federal Secretary of Health (also the USMBHC representative) leads and coordinates this work on the front line of the border region. The USMBHC, U.S. border counties from California and Arizona, all U.S. state border offices, and, specifically, Mexico's Secretary of Health were part of ongoing discussions related to these research concepts that lead to the development of the survey instrument for this study.

Additionally, researchers were having these same discussions on the Island of Ireland. Cross border and cross border health organizations in the border region of the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland were engaged (the Centre for Cross-Border Studies & Cooperating and Working Together). The Centre for Cross-Border Studies (CCBS) is a “Think Tank” organization located in Armagh, Northern Ireland whose main goal is to enhance and further develop cross-border networks, relationships and collaboration with key partners at local, regional, national, EU and international levels. Cooperating and Working Together (CAWT) is the cross-border health and social care partnership for the Health
Service Executive in the Republic of Ireland and the Southern and Western Health and Social Care Trusts, the Health and Social Care Board and the Public Health Agency in Northern Ireland. CAWT’s mission is to add value to health and social care activity by bringing a cross-border dimension to the on-going collaboration between the health systems in both jurisdictions, and accessing EU funding in support of such activities where appropriate.  

Several cross-border collaborative toolkits, resources, and training programs have been developed by CCBS, CAWT, and their many European partners regarding cross-border leadership, project management, evaluation, and border impact assessments, as well as cross-border budget evaluation.  

The Survey  

From the many discussions with the existing cross-border organizations and jurisdictions above, as well as the existing literature we set out to develop a survey tool that would assist in the exploration of current cross-border leaders and actors beliefs regarding approaches that are conducive to leading and developing cross-border health collaboratives. To this end, a 40 statement, Likert type quantitative survey was developed based upon the qualitative research of Miller and Miller. These researchers performed key informant interviews with executive level leaders who developed and coordinated collaborative organizations in various contexts. Their findings identified eight leadership styles/themes needed for collaborative leadership, including authentic self-awareness, passion/personal vision, communication for understanding, facilitator, relationship building, consultative decision-making, forging group vision and managing for ac-
tion. The 5 point Likert scale rated importance of the 40 statements as follows; 5: Very Important, 4: Important, 3: Moderately Important, 2: Of little Importance, 1: Unimportant. Examples of statements from the survey include: “Have a good understanding of the politics of any issue being considered by the group,” “Be direct, open and honest in all communication within the group,” and “Ensure that cross-border collaboration meetings are held in a neutral location and or equally held on each side of the border.”

Survey participants were asked to rate these leadership approaches/statements in the context of: “if you have the chance to give advice to someone who will be leading a cross-border collaborative organization or initiative please rate the importance of…”

The survey was anonymous and offered in Spanish and English. People who worked as part of a binational cross-border collaborative group and or performing cross-border work in the U.S.-MX border region were invited to participate. Executives at governmental cross-border health organizations at the federal, state and local levels on both side of the border were contacted in order to email the survey link to all respondent candidates utilizing their organizations email listservs. The survey link was emailed to listservs (approx. 430 individuals) beginning on March 1, 2016, and the survey was closed on April 8, 2016.

RESULTS

Participant Demographics
One hundred individuals that work as part of a binational cross-border collaborative group or organization participated in the survey resulting in a response rate of 23% (Table 3.1). Thirty-three respondents were from Mexico and 67 were from the United States. One-half of respondents worked in the government sector (51%) and nearly-two thirds were female (60%). While 64% had more than six years of experience in a cross-border leadership role, 24% of the respondents had sixteen years of cross-border leadership experience. The remaining respondents, with one to five years of leadership experience, presented 28% and eight respondents (8%) had no cross-border leadership experience.

**Leadership Themes/Categories Restated**

Upon performing an exploratory factor analysis (Note: To obtain the methodology please contact the corresponding author, C. Matthews), results indicated that five of eight leadership themes/categories and twenty of the forty survey statements/approaches had validity and were internally consistent. The resulting statistically-based five leadership themes/categories were renamed as follows: 

*Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative.* The leadership themes/categories and the leadership approaches/statements identified as a result of the analysis can be seen in Table 3.2

The leadership theme/category for both U.S. and MX that had the highest median factor score was *Communicate to Engage* (see Figure 3.1). This indicates that survey respondents on both sides of the border agreed and rated
these leadership statements/approaches and the resulting theme/category the highest of all the leadership themes/categories. More specifically, experienced border leaders and actors in this study shared that the leadership approaches/statements that make up this Communication theme/category were deemed either Important (4.0) and or Very Important (5.0) with a median score of 4.6, when given the chance to give advice to someone who will be starting/leading a cross-border collaborative organization or initiative. Those leadership approaches/statements that were identified in this theme/category included: “Be direct, open and honest in all communication within the group, Show genuine appreciation for the work of others in the group,” “Connect people and organizations with the resources they may need to be successful,” “Ensure that members of the group that may be negatively affected by a decision are engaged in the decision making process, and Set specific goals, objectives and create targeted outcomes related to the vision of the cross-border collaborative.” (Table 3.3)

The remaining four leadership theme/categories all were rated similarly high via the respondents of the Survey Likert Scale (rated 4.0 or above, Important or Very Important) by both U.S and MX. No category medians differed more than .3 points. It should be noted that country median scores were equal in 3 out 5 categories (i.e., “Communicate to Engage the Collaborative”, “Understand the Members of the Collaborative” and “Strategic Relationship Building.” (Figure 3.1) This indicates that there is considerable agreement on both sides of border (n=100) that the leadership approaches reflected in these 20 statements and five
categories are perceived as vital in leading and building cross-border collabora-
tives.

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this is the first quantitative exploratory study to exam-
ine attitudes and perceptions regarding leadership factors that contribute to suc-
cessful border health collaboratives. The leadership approaches identified by the
experienced cross-border health leaders and actors working in the U.S.-MX bor-
der can serve as a resource to support the development of cross-border health
collaboratives in a border region.

With nearly a quarter of leaders surveyed (n=100, 24%) having over 16
years in a leadership role and 64% with over six years similar experience, there
are similar results among more experienced leaders, as well as newer leaders.
While this survey produced no apparent differences between countries, all re-
spondents from both countries (n=100; MX=33, U.S. =67) rated the content in the
theme “Communicate to Engage” the most important in the survey (U.S. 4.60,
MX 4.60). In addition, within the theme “Manage the Collaborative” (U.S. 4.33,
MX 4.0) leaders expressed that a governance structure developed through con-
sensus in an atmosphere that fosters inventive solutions to problems are needed.
Also, it was deemed important that the members of a border health collaborative
need to feel they have a voice in the collaborative in addition to the leadership.
The remaining three leadership themes, “Steer the Collaborative”, “Understand
the Members,” and “Strategic Relationship Building,” were also deemed as key
leadership approaches in the border collaborative setting (all median scores >
The approaches deemed important by the respondents including the following elements: utilizing a diverse, steering type committee in an open way; understanding motivations of members and their organizations involvement to include political and cultural differences; and building relationships with people “ready” to work together, as well as meeting on neutral territory and or equally on both sides of the border.

**Alignment with Existing Cross-Border Toolkits**

Our findings align with and support significant reports and or operational toolkits produced in Europe and in the U.S.-MX border region that assist cross-border leaders and actors in developing and performing border collaborative work.\(^{18, 26-28}\) This can be seen in several shared approaches: communication is expected to be open, transparent and face to face dialog is highly valued\(^{26-28}\) understanding cultural and political differences is foundational; a collaborative structure built upon a shared vision, consensus and the “right people and right structure” to include holding binational meetings in a neutral location or equally on each side of the border.\(^{18}\) Additionally, in the PAT-TIEN Toolkit for Inter-Cultural/Cross-Border Project Management the authors not only discuss similar approaches for leading collaborative work, but become efficiently prescriptive in module 6 of their toolkit and lay out the key competencies of a cross-border project manager. This includes competency classifications, such as *Knowledge based competencies*, *Methodological competencies*, *Personal and Social skills*, and *Communication skills*.\(^{26}\) All of the survey statements in our current study can
be found within and in support of the *Personal/Social* and *Communication skills* sections of this comprehensive toolkit.

Past qualitative work as well as our findings suggest that *trust* is perceived as key to success amongst the border collaborative’s members and that a collaborative process and structure is needed to address any number of shared cross-sector issues \(^{30-32}\). Extant literature reports that the process variables of trust building, commitment, shared understanding, and face-to-face dialogue are at the core of collaborative leadership.\(^{18, 28-29, 33}\)

**Use for Training Activities**

Finally, providing training for present and future border collaborative leaders and actors is key to succession planning and the continuation of impacting the overall health and wellness of any border region.\(^{18, 26-28}\) Combined with current published cross-border reports and toolkits, the survey instrument from this study could be adapted or used in various ways to support leadership training in a cross-border context. This could include, but is not be limited to the following:

- Having a training cohort of current or aspiring leaders in a classroom context take the survey and then use the individual or aggregate results in the class session as a tool for discussion for the entire group or in smaller groups.

- Trainees could take the survey and utilize it for introspective purposes (What do trainees/leaders feel is most important in developing a cross-border health collaborative and what are their own personal strengths in those identified leadership approaches?).
• Trainees could use the survey in a case study scenario and apply the survey statements to a fictitious or existing border collaborative and informally assess any evolving leadership issues to be addressed.

**LIMITATIONS**

Some limitations should be considered when evaluating our findings. This study did not capture data on specific roles that participants held and a future survey instrument could capture individual data on participants’ positions, responsibilities, and resources available to do their job. Additionally, for a future survey we should include a larger sample size.

**CONCLUSION**

As discussed throughout this paper and according to previous work by others, collaborative leadership is key in order to impact the health of the border region through border health collaboratives. We found that both U.S. and Mexican cross-border health leaders agree significantly on the collaborative leadership approaches needed to impact the wellness of their border region. The approaches found to be important via our survey instrument fall within the themes of *Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative*. These findings significantly support other qualitative work (cross-border reports and toolkits) as it relates to the collaborative leadership approaches identified as needed in this context. In addition, the findings can also be used to enhance cross-border leadership training activities. Future plans for this study will include validating the findings with a
larger sample and including individualized respondent data and participant skills (e.g. bilingualism).
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of border collaborative leadership survey respondents, U.S. & MX (n = 100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>United States (n = 67)</th>
<th>Mexico (n = 33)</th>
<th>Total Sample (n = 100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Survey language</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>64 (95.5)</td>
<td>3 (9.1)</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>3 (4.5)</td>
<td>30 (90.9)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>35 (52.2)</td>
<td>16 (50)</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>13 (19.4)</td>
<td>9 (28.1)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
<td>13 (19.4)</td>
<td>6 (18.8)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Organization</td>
<td>5 (7.0)</td>
<td>2 (3.1)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Citizen</td>
<td>1 (1.5)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years in leadership position/role</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 (10.5)</td>
<td>1 (3.0)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>17 (25.4)</td>
<td>11 (33.3)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>13 (19.4)</td>
<td>10 (30.3)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>11 (16.4)</td>
<td>6 (18.2)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16+</td>
<td>19 (28.3)</td>
<td>5 (15.1)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25 (37.9)</td>
<td>14 (42.4)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>42 (62.1)</td>
<td>19 (57.6)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 3.2 Median Factor Score by Country, Border Collaboration Survey**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>United States Median (Range)</th>
<th>Mexico Median (Range)</th>
<th>Republic of Ireland Median (Range)</th>
<th>Northern Ireland Median (Range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicate to Engage the Collaborative</td>
<td>4.60 (3.40 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.60 (3.80 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.40 (3.80 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.80 (3.40 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steer the Collaborative</td>
<td>4.25 (3.25 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.50 (3.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the members of the collaborative</td>
<td>4.50 (2.67 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.50 (3.25 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.25 (3.25 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.25 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage the collaborative</td>
<td>4.33 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.67 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.33 (2.67 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.33 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic relationship building for the collaborative</td>
<td>4.25 (3.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.25 (3.50 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
<td>4.00 (3.00 – 5.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.3 Border Collaboration Survey Categories and Statements**

**Communicate to Engage the Collaborative**

- Be direct, open and honest in all communication within the group
- Show genuine appreciation for the work of others in the group
- Connect people and organizations with the resources they may need to be successful
- Ensure that members of the group that may be negatively affected by a decision are engaged in the decision making process
- Set specific goals, objectives and create targeted outcomes related to the vision of the cross-border collaborative

**Steer the Collaborative**

- Utilize a steering committee or some other small group to set the agenda prior to cross-border collaborative meetings
Table 3.3 Border Collaboration Survey Categories and Statements - continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Ensure that the process for joining and participating in the steering committee should be open and transparent</td>
<td>□ Work to diversify the leadership of the steering committee and the cross-border collaborative as a whole (government, academia, non-profits….)</td>
<td>□ Value the dissenting voice in a consensus decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Understand the members of the collaborative**

□ Understand the motives of cross-border collaboration members for being involved in the group

□ Have a good understanding of the politics of any issue being considered by the group

□ Identify and discuss cultural and political differences with the group membership

□ Ensure that the process of group visioning should address the concerns of the organizations involved in the cross-border collaborative

**Manage the collaborative**

□ Create a governance structure through consensus

□ Challenge assumptions of how things have been done in the past and what new inventive solutions can be created

□ Ensure the cross-border collaborative membership knows that the collaborative belongs to them and not just the leadership

**Strategic relationship building for the collaborative**

□ Be modest and share work credit with others in the cross-border collaborative group

□ Seek out those people that who are easy to work with and willing to partner as opposed to people that are “non-collaborators”

□ Think creatively about who and how to engage individuals and organizations that do not typically work together

□ Ensure that cross-border collaboration meetings are held in a neutral location and or equally held on each side of the border
Figure 3.1 Median Factor Score for U.S.-MX Border Collaboration leadership Survey
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CHAPTER 4: CROSS BORDER HEALTH LEADERSHIP: THE ISLAND OF IRELAND

ABSTRACT

Objective: Limited quantitative data exists exploring the leadership approaches needed to develop and lead a cross border health collaborative. The border regions that are shared among countries are often areas of disparity as it relates to their parent states. The sub-optimal conditions of the border region can contribute to serious health problems for their resident’s. The best approach to make an impact on the disparities and health in the border region is to approach it collaboratively.

Methods: This article describes an exploratory quantitative study that was adapted from Roger and Jeffery Miller’s 20 key informant interview study findings that modeled eight themes/approaches to collaborative leadership in a domestic setting. A forty statement, Likert type quantitative survey was developed with the goal of determining the importance of leadership themes and or actions in developing and coordinating cross border health collaboratives. The cross border setting included the border regions of the Republic of Ireland (IRE), Northern Ireland (NIRE), Mexico (MX) and the United States (U.S.). Analysis for this article is limited to the IRE/NIRE data.

Results: As a result of an exploratory factor analysis, twenty statements across five factors were identified as important to the 59 survey respondents. The five factor leadership themes/approaches that were identified were Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the
Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative. The respondents from both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland significantly agreed on the most important leadership approaches needed to lead and develop a border health collaborative.

Conclusions: The findings from this study align with recently published cross-border toolkits from Europe and the US-Mexico border region that describe the manner in which cross-border leaders and actors should proceed in managing and developing projects and collaboratives. Lastly, findings in this study can be used to enhance cross-border leadership training activities.

INTRODUCTION

This exploratory, quantitative study seeks to determine the leadership styles/themes deemed most important to develop cross-border health collaborative organizations and relationships within the collaborative leadership context.

The border regions that are shared among countries are often areas of disparity as it relates to their parent states. They can be economically weak, have underdeveloped infrastructure and higher unemployment is often present. The sub-optimal conditions of the border region can contribute to serious health problems for their resident’s. These can include higher incidents of HIV, TB and other communicable diseases, higher rates of chronic disease as well as other public health threats that have no border. Additionally, in addressing the health needs in the border region, the high mobility and frequent border crossings of people living in the border region adds another challenging health management dimension.
It is widely accepted that in order to address those complex needs of the border region, the countries that share that border need to work together to make a difference. Leadership in cross-sector and intra-sector collaborations which include border health collaboration, traverse many boundaries and is fundamentally different from position-based leadership authority or tactical-level leadership exercised within organizations.

While there is a body of work that identifies and describes effective collaborative leadership in domestic community settings and some in cross border settings, there are limited empirical quantitative studies that identify and or describe the leadership approaches needed for effective cross border health collaborative development.

In order to explore border health collaborative leadership approaches a Likert type survey was developed for this study. The survey was developed based upon the qualitative research of Roger and Jeffery Miller. Their findings identified eight leadership styles/themes needed for collaborative leadership. In their research, they had performed key informant interviews with executive level leaders who develop and coordinate collaborative organizations. From their qualitative research they identified the following leadership styles/themes that are key to leading collaboratives: authentic self-awareness, passion/personal vision, communication for understanding, facilitator, relationship building, consultative decision-making, forging group vision and managing for action.

In order to explore those leadership themes/approaches needed to develop cross-border health collaboratives we enlisted the help and expertise of key
cross-border health organizations in the U.S-MX border region, the United States/Mexico Border Health Commission (USMBHC), as well as local and state cross-border health departments. The USMBHC was created as a binational health commission in July 2000 with the signing of an agreement by the Secretary of Health and Human Services of the United States and the Secretary of Health of Mexico. The USBHC is composed of the federal secretaries of health, the chief health officers of the ten (four U.S. & six MX) binational Border States, and prominent community health professionals from both nations. On the U.S. side of the border, much of the front line collaborative border work is performed by local (County) and state jurisdictions as they facilitate and coordinate relationships, communications, and protocols regarding health issues in their respective border regions. In contrast, on the Mexican side of the border the federal Secretary of Health (also the USMBHC representative) leads and coordinates this work on the front line of the border region. The USMBHC, U.S. border counties from California and Arizona, all U.S. state border offices, and, specifically, Mexico’s Secretary of Health were part of ongoing discussions related to these research concepts that lead to the development of the survey instrument for this study.

To bolster our exploration of cross-border collaborative leadership we also looked to the European Union for expertise and vital, cutting edge work being done in the border region of the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. Several cross-border collaborative toolkits, resources, and training programs have been developed by the Center for Cross Border Studies (CCBS), Cooperating
and Working Together (CAWT), and their many European partners regarding
cross-border leadership, project management and evaluation, border impact as-
sessments, as well as cross-border budget evaluation.22-24 The Centre for Cross-
Border Studies (CCBS) is a “Think Tank” organization located in Armagh, North-
ern Ireland whose main goal is to enhance and further develop cross-border net-
works, relationships and collaboration with key partners at local, regional, nation-
al, EU and international levels. Cooperating and Working Together (CAWT) is
the cross-border health and social care partnership for the Health Service Execu-
tive in the Republic of Ireland and the Southern and Western Health and Social
Care Trusts, the Health and Social Care Board and the Public Health Agency in
Northern Ireland. CAWT’s mission is to add value to health and social care activ-
ity by bringing a cross-border dimension to the on-going collaboration between
the health systems in both jurisdictions, and accessing EU funding in support of
such activities where appropriate.25

In addition to reviewing the robust best practice and guidance documenta-
tion, researchers had the opportunity to sit down and discuss many of the key
cross-border leadership approaches that have been successful on the Island of
Ireland. This readied the team to develop the survey.

**METHODS**

This exploratory quantitative study utilized a Likert type survey to deter-
mine the leadership styles/themes deemed most important to develop cross-
border health collaborative organizations and relationships within the collabora-
tive leadership context. The cross border setting included the border regions of
the Republic of Ireland (IRE), Northern Ireland (NIRE), Mexico (MX) and the United States (U.S.). Analysis for this article is limited to the IRE/NIRE data.

**Study Population**

People who worked as part of a binational cross border collaborative group were invited to participate in the survey. Executives at cross border health collaboratives CAWT and CCBS working in the IRE/NIRE border regions were contacted in order to email the survey link to respondent candidates. Face to face, phone and email communication took place between the PI and these executives over a previous two year period exploring these research concepts in general and they agreed to send the survey to their members. The survey link was emailed to the 300 members of the CAWT listerv beginning on March 1, 2016 and the survey was closed on April 8, 2016 with 59 people responding (20% response rate). In between the beginning and closing period of the survey, two reminder to participate emails had been sent to the listserv. The survey was anonymous, the respondents email address and IP address was not gathered during the survey collection process.

The survey was administered via Survey Monkey Inc. Survey Monkey is an online survey development cloud-based software system that serves as a tool to develop surveys as well as providing basic data analysis in a multitude of languages. An Introductory invitation precluded the survey link in an email sent out to potential survey respondents by CAWT and in the monthly publication, Borderzine by CCBS. The URL link of the survey was sent over a secure, SSL encrypted connection. Once all the survey responses had been collected in Sur-
vey Monkey they were downloaded into an Excel spreadsheet. Each set of answers from each respondent was given an ordinal number identifier (respondent 1, respondent 2..., 3...).

The study protocol was reviewed and approved as *Exempt* from IRB by the University of California San Diego Human Research Protection Program. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

**Measures**

Adapted from Roger and Jeffery Miller’s key informant interview study findings, a 40 statement, Likert type quantitative survey was developed with the goal of determining the importance of certain leadership themes and or actions in developing and coordinating cross border health collaboratives. We developed five statements from each of Miller’s 8 leadership themes that included Authentic Self-Awareness, Passion, Charisma and Personal Vision, Communication for Understanding, Facilitate the Process, Relationship Building, Consultative Decision Making, Forging Group Vision and Management for Action. The 5 point Likert scale rated importance of the 40 statements as follows: 5: Very Important, 4: Important, 3: Moderately Important, 2: Of little Importance, 1: Unimportant

Participants also respond to background demographic questions that included, Country of work origin (what country do they represent when doing cross border work), Sector of employment (do they work in a government, academic, non-profit, for profit or private citizen setting), Years in a leadership position (how many years have they been in a leadership position; 0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-16 or 16+) and their Gender.
Statistical Analyses

Survey Data and Quantitative Analyses

All quantitative analyses were completed in SAS Studio 3.4 Enterprise Edition (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Descriptive statistics of survey respondents’ characteristics were calculated.

Construct validity of survey themes were tested using an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) as this was a newly developed quantitative survey instrument. Factors were rotated using varimax methods to preserve orthogonality. Factor loadings were investigated; statements which cross-loaded at 0.4 or above were dropped and the EFA repeated until all remaining statements loaded cleanly (>0.4). Internal reliability analyses of the final factors were conducted using the Cronbach Coefficient Alpha statistic. For the purposes of this study, a raw Cronbach Alpha of 0.6 or above per factor was considered satisfactory.

Factor scores were calculated for each survey respondent by taking the mean of all statements contained within each factor. Factor score distributions were examined and determined to be non-normal; the median and range of scores are reported for final factors and stratified by country. Overall differences in median factor scores between countries were analyzed using the Kruskal-Wallis omnibus test with a significance level of 0.05. Multiple comparison post hoc tests, using methodology described by Elliott and Hynan, were completed to ascertain where significant group differences were found.

RESULTS
Study Population

Fifty-nine individuals that work as part of a binational cross border collaborative group participated in the survey resulting in a response rate of 20%. Thirty-six respondents were from Northern Ireland and twenty-three were from the Republic of Ireland. Most respondents worked in the government sector (86%) and were female (73%). While 39% of the respondents had sixteen years of leadership experience and 76% had more than six years of experience in a leadership role, the remaining respondents were more closely distributed in regards to number of years in a leadership role, 1-5 years 17%, 6-10 years 22% and 11-15 years 15%. (Table 4.1)

Leadership Themes/Categories

During the exploratory factor analysis process, Factors 5, 7 and 8 were dropped from further analysis as each had fewer than three statements load in above 0.4. Factors 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 were retained. Results indicate that five themes/categories and twenty survey statements had construct validity and were internally consistent. The five leadership themes/categories were renamed Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative and Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative. The overall Cronbach alpha values for the five categories were .77, .74, .69, .71, and .59 respectively (Table 4.2)

The leadership theme/category for both IRE and NIRE that had the highest median factor score was Communicate to Engage (Figure 4.3). Interventions or approaches that were rated most important in this category included: Be
direct, open and honest in all communication within the group, Show genuine appreciation for the work of others in the group, Connect people and organizations with the resources they may need to be successful, Ensure that members of the group that may be negatively affected by a decision are engaged in the decision making process and Set specific goals, objectives and create targeted outcomes related to the vision of the cross border collaborative.

The remaining four leadership theme/categories all were rated similarly high via the respondents of the Survey Likert Scale (4 or above) by both NIRE and IRE. No category medians differed more than .4. It should be noted that country medians were equal in 3 out 5 categories (i.e., “Steer the Collaborative”, “Manage the Collaborative” and “Strategic Relationship Building”). Utilizing the Kruskal-Wallis omnibus test and comparison post hoc tests as indicated, no significant group (country) differences were found.26

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first quantitative study to explore the leadership approaches recommended to develop a cross border health collaborative in a border region. We found that there was significant agreement in the border region of Ireland and Northern Ireland that the 5 categories and 20 statements reflected in the results of this study (table 2.) were found to be key to building a cross border health collaborative.

With just under half of leaders surveyed (n=59, 40%) having over 16 years in a leadership role and 79% with over 6 years similar experience, there is consistency in the results among more experienced leaders as well as newer lead-
ers. While this survey produced no apparent differences between countries which is outright significant, all respondents from both countries (n=59) rated the content in the theme “Communicate to Engage” the most important in the survey (median scores between 1-5, N. Ireland 4.8 & Ireland 4.4). These findings reflect that cross border leaders shared that being; direct, open and honest in all communication, showing appreciation, connecting people and organizations with resources, being inclusive and setting specific goals and objectives are key to successful border health collaborative leadership. In addition, within the theme “Manage the Collaborative” (median scores between 1-5, N. Ireland 4.3 & Ireland 4.3) leaders expressed that a governance structure developed through consensus in an atmosphere that fosters inventive solutions to problems are needed. Also, it was deemed important that the members of a border health collaborative need to feel they have a voice in the collaborative in addition to the leadership. The remaining three leadership themes, “Steer the Collaborative,” “Understand the Members,” and “Strategic Relationship Building” were also deemed as key leadership approaches in the border collaborative setting (all median scores > 4.0). The approaches deemed important by the respondents included utilizing a diverse, steering type committee in an open way; understanding motivations of members and their organizations involvement, to include political and cultural differences; and building relationships with people “ready” to work together, as well as by meeting on neutral territory and or equally on both sides of the border.

Our findings align with and support significant reports and or operational toolkits produced in Europe and in the U.S.-MX border region that assist cross-
border leaders and actors in developing and performing border collaborative work.\(^{14, 22-24}\) This can be seen in several shared approaches: communication is expected to be open, transparent and face to face dialog is highly valued understanding cultural and political differences is foundational; a collaborative structure built upon a shared vision, consensus and the right people and right structure to include holding binational meetings in a neutral location or equally on each side of the border.\(^{14}\) Additionally, in the PAT-TIEN Toolkit for Inter-Cultural/Cross-Border Project Management the authors not only discuss similar approaches for leading collaborative work, but become efficiently prescriptive in module 6 of their toolkit and lay out the key competencies of a cross-border project manager. This includes competency classifications, such as Knowledge based competencies, Methodological competencies, Personal and Social skills, and Communication skills.\(^{24}\) All of the survey statements in our current study can be found within and in support of the Personal/Social and Communication skills sections of this comprehensive toolkit.

Past qualitative work as well as our findings suggest that trust is perceived as key to success amongst the border collaborative’s members and that a collaborative process and structure is needed to address any number of shared cross-sector issues.\(^{27, 28}\) Extant literature reports that the process variables of trust building, commitment, shared understanding, and face-to-face dialogue are at the core of collaborative leadership.\(^{20, 24}\)

**Use for Training Activities**
Finally, providing training for present and future border collaborative leaders and actors is key to succession planning and the continuation of impacting the overall health and wellness of any border region\textsuperscript{14, 24}. Combined with current published cross-border reports and toolkits, the survey instrument from this study could be adapted or used in various ways to support leadership training in a cross-border context. This could include, but is not be limited to the following: Having a training cohort of current or aspiring leaders in a classroom context take the survey and then use the individual or aggregate results in the class session as a tool for discussion for the entire group or in smaller groups; trainees could take the survey and utilize it for introspective purposes (What do trainees/leaders feel is most important in developing a cross-border health collaborative and what are their own personal strengths in those identified leadership approaches?); trainees could use the survey in a case study scenario and apply the survey statements to a fictitious or existing border collaborative and informally assess any evolving leadership issues to be addressed.

**LIMITATIONS**

Some limitations should be considered when evaluating our findings. This study did not capture data on specific roles that participants held and a future survey instrument could capture individual data on participants’ positions, responsibilities, and resources available to do their job. Additionally, for a future survey we should include a larger sample size.

**CONCLUSION**
As discussed throughout this paper and according to previous work by others, collaborative leadership is key in order to impact the health of the border region through border health collaboratives. We found that both Northern Irish and Irish cross-border health leaders agree significantly on the collaborative leadership approaches needed to impact the wellness of their border region. The approaches found to be important via our survey instrument fall within the themes of *Communicate to Engage the Collaborative, Steer the Collaborative, Understand the Members of the Collaborative, Manage the Collaborative,* and *Strategic Relationship Building for the Collaborative.* These findings significantly support other qualitative work (European cross-border reports and toolkits) as it relates to the collaborative leadership approaches identified as needed in this context. In addition, the findings can also be used to enhance cross-border leadership training activities. Future plans for this study will include validating the findings with a larger sample and including individualized respondent data and participant skills (e.g., bilingualism/Gaelic).
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of border collaboration survey respondents, by country (n = 59) 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Republic of Ireland (n = 23)</th>
<th>Northern Ireland (n = 36)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>19 (82.6)</td>
<td>32 (88.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>1 (4.4)</td>
<td>1 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
<td>2 (8.7)</td>
<td>2 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Organization</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Citizen</td>
<td>1 (4.4)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years in leadership position/role</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (8.7)</td>
<td>2 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>5 (21.7)</td>
<td>5 (13.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>6 (26.2)</td>
<td>7 (19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>5 (21.7)</td>
<td>4 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16+</td>
<td>5 (21.7)</td>
<td>18 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>7 (30.4)</td>
<td>9 (25.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>16 (69.6)</td>
<td>27 (75.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4.2 Internal consistency of border collaboration survey categories (raw Cronbach alpha)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overall Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communicate to Engage the Collaborative</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Be direct, open and honest in all communication within the group</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Show genuine appreciation for the work of others in the group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Connect people and organizations with the resources they may need to be successful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Ensure that members of the group that may be negatively affected by a decision are engaged in the decision making process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Set specific goals, objectives and create targeted outcomes related to the vision of the cross border collaborative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steer the Collaborative</strong></td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Utilize a steering committee or some other small group to set the agenda prior to cross border collaborative meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ The process for joining and participating in the steering committee should be open and transparent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Work to diversify the leadership of the steering committee and the cross border collaborative as a whole (government, academia, non-profits…)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Value the dissenting voice in a consensus decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understand the members of the collaborative</strong></td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Understand the motives of cross border collaboration members for being involved in the group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Have a good understanding of the politics of any issue being considered by the group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Identify and discuss cultural and political differences with the group membership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ The process of group visioning should address the concerns of the organizations involved in the cross border collaborative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manage the collaborative</strong></td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Create a governance structure through consensus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Challenge assumptions of how things have been done in the past and what new inventive solutions can be created</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2 Internal consistency of border collaboration survey categories (raw Cronbach alpha) - continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overall Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Ensure the cross border collaborative membership knows that the collaborative belongs to them and not just the leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic relationship building for the collaborative</strong></td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Be modest and share work credit with others in the cross border collaborative group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Seek out those people that are easy to work with and willing to partner as opposed to people that are “non-collaborators”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Think creatively about who and how to engage individuals and organizations that do not typically work together</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Ensure that cross border collaboration meetings are held in a neutral location and or equally held on each side of the border</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3 Median Factor Score for Ireland & Northern Ireland Border Collaboration Leadership Survey.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

Leadership within the context of cross border health collaboration has not yet been extensively studied and there has been almost no research focused on this area. Two general areas of leadership theory and research apply to this setting that include collaborative leadership as well as cross-sector collaborative leadership. In these collaborative leadership theories, trust, a shared vision, respect, open & transparent communication, commitment and facilitating the process are all found to be key themes in leading collaborative groups.1-5 In addition to the leadership theory, operational handbooks have been developed for leading cross-border health groups and projects.6-9 These handbooks describe not only the leadership themes found in the leadership theory and research but also expand the work. The handbooks identified the importance of cultural understanding, shared power & resources, face to face dialog and fair & equal participation.

The findings from this dissertation research contributes to the initial work being done in this area. This is the first quantitative exploratory study to examine attitudes and perceptions regarding leadership factors that contribute to successful border health collaboratives. The leadership approaches identified by the experienced cross-border health leaders and actors working in the U.S.-MX and Ireland-Northern Ireland border regions can serve as a resource to support the development of cross-border health collaborative groups in a border region.

With nearly a third of leaders surveyed (n=159, 30%) having over 16 years in a leadership role and 69% with over six years similar experience, there are
similar results among more experienced leaders, as well as newer leaders.

While this survey produced no apparent differences between countries, all respondents from both border regions (n=159; MX=33, U.S. =67, Ire=23 & N. Ire=36) rated the content in the theme “Communicate to Engage” the most important in the survey (U.S. 4.60, MX 4.60, Ire 4.40 & N. Ire 4.80). In addition, within the theme “Manage the Collaborative” (U.S. 4.33, MX 4.0, Ire 4.33 & N. Ire 4.33) leaders expressed that a governance structure developed through consensus in an atmosphere that fosters inventive solutions to problems are needed. Also, it was deemed important that the members of a border health collaborative need to feel they have a voice in the collaborative in addition to the leadership. The remaining three leadership themes, “Steer the Collaborative”, “Understand the Members,” and “Strategic Relationship Building,” were also deemed as key leadership approaches in the border collaborative setting (all median scores > 4.00). The approaches deemed important by the respondents including the following elements: utilizing a diverse, steering type committee in an open way; understanding motivations of members and their organizations involvement to include political and cultural differences; and building relationships with people “ready” to work together, as well as meeting on neutral territory and or equally on both sides of the border.

**Alignment with Existing Cross-Border Handbooks**

The findings align with and support significant reports and or operational toolkits produced in Europe and in the U.S.-MX border region that assist cross-border leaders and actors in developing and performing border collaborative
work. This can be seen in several shared approaches: communication is expected to be open, transparent and face to face dialog is highly valued, understanding cultural and political differences is foundational; a collaborative structure built upon a shared vision, consensus and the “right people and right structure” to include holding binational meetings in a neutral location or equally on each side of the border. Additionally, in the PAT-TIEN Toolkit for Inter-Cultural/Cross-Border Project Management the authors not only discuss similar approaches for leading collaborative work, but become efficiently prescriptive in module 6 of their toolkit and lay out the key competencies of a cross-border project manager. This includes competency classifications, such as Knowledge based competencies, Methodological competencies, Personal and Social skills, and Communication skills. All of the survey statements in our current study can be found within and in support of the Personal/Social and Communication skills sections of this comprehensive toolkit.

Past qualitative work as well as our findings suggest that trust is perceived as key to success amongst the border collaborative’s members and that a collaborative process and structure is needed to address any number of shared cross-sector issues. Extant literature reports that the process variables of trust building, commitment, shared understanding, and face-to-face dialogue are at the core of collaborative leadership.
Use for Training Activities

Providing training for present and future border collaborative leaders and actors is key to succession planning and the continuation of impacting the overall health and wellness of any border region. Combined with current published cross-border reports and toolkits, the survey instrument from this study could be adapted or used in various ways to support leadership training in a cross-border context. This could include, but is not be limited to the following: Having a training cohort of current or aspiring leaders in a classroom context take the survey and then use the individual or aggregate results in the class session as a tool for discussion for the entire group or in smaller groups; trainees could take the survey and utilize it for introspective purposes (What do trainees/leaders feel is most important in developing a cross-border health collaborative and what are their own personal strengths in those identified leadership approaches?); and trainees could use the survey in a case study scenario and apply the survey statements to a fictitious or existing border collaborative and informally assess any evolving leadership issues to be addressed.

LIMITATIONS

Limitations exist with this study, and future work should focus on addressing sampling, response rate and internal reliability.

Sampling

While the sample size for this initial survey is adequate for this step in the process, for the next iteration of this survey instrument we want to increase the
sample size of the respondents to approximately 300 to 500 as this would satisfy literature recommendations for a more developed research tool.

Response Rate

With an overall response rate of 23%, this will not be adequate for future survey instrument utilization. With this low response rate future implications on the quality of the data received and biases may be present. Additionally, a short data collection period may have had an impact on this survey iteration and a future one will include a longer period of collection.

Internal Reliability

One of the concerns is that 2 of 5 factors (factors 3 and 5) have a reliability coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) scores <.70 (.69 and .59 respectively). As this is a first step in honing this survey, future instrument development should focus on rewording statements and or developing alternative statements getting at the same theme. Additionally, interpretation of factors defined by only 3 items is sufficient for this survey presently (with a reliability coefficient >.7);¹⁶ but going forward we would look to add to the number of items in factor 4.

RECOMMENDATIONS and FUTURE RESEARCH

More research is needed to be done to identify and confirm the leadership approaches needed to lead and perform cross border health collaborative work in border regions. This current survey instrument should be developed further to enhance construct and internal reliability and also be able to generalize to other border regions around the world as indicated in the limitations section of this dissertation.
Additionally, future plans for this research could include validating the findings with a larger sample and including individualized respondent data and participant skills as well as developing a collaborative leadership assessment tool.

While this research has supported collaborative leadership theory and operational handbooks that guides this cross border work, future research should include validating the operational handbooks through evaluation and other means.

CONCLUSION

An initial/preliminary 20 statement survey instrument was developed with adequate construct validity as well as internal reliability to assist in the exploration of what leadership approaches are important in developing cross border health collaboratives. The findings from this study align with recently published cross-border toolkits from Europe and the US-Mexico border region that describe the manner in which leaders and actors should proceed in managing and developing projects and leading cross border collaboratives. Lastly, this study represents the first step in identifying those important leadership approaches and further development of this survey instrument is needed which will enhance construct and internal reliability.
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